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COSTUMES, HAIR, AND MAKE-UP – WENATCHEE YOUTH CIRCUS 

The following list is must-haves for practicing and performing as well as some expectations.   

EXPECTATIONS 

Costumes belong to the Circus.  Please take good care of your costume.   

This shows respect for the Circus and the folks who spend time sewing or cleaning costumes.   

Taking care of your costume demonstrates how responsible you can be with your costume and making our shows top 

notch!  

Please do not rummage through someone else’s costume container or the spare clown costume tubs.  Please ask the 

Costume lead or an adult designated as costume helper for assistance.   

No eating or drinking (except water) in your costume. 

Please pack and use deodorant!  Thank you! 

If it is not your costume, hair stuff, clothes, or make-up, please be respectful.  Be responsible for your costume and 

personal stuff by keeping it neatly in your bag.  Keep your area neat and organized in your tent. 

COSTUMES 

Girls: 

Girls Footwear 

Black gymnastic shoes (Capezio is one brand) – It is recommended to pick up two pair just in case a pair gets damaged 

during a performance. 

Girls Tights 

Girls mesh in skin tone color – (professional fishnet seamless dance tights) – It is highly recommended that you have a 

spare pair or two because tights do tear.  Large holes or ratty looking tights will not be allowed in a show.  It is suggested 

that you purchase a practice pair in a different color so that show tights stay nice. 

Suggestions: getdancewear.com or discountdance.com 

Girls Undergarments 

Underwear: Skin color thongs.  For younger girls, please wear plain minimalized underwear. 

Bras: Nude or clear strapped bra or adhesive bra  

Boys: 

Boys Footwear 

Wrestling shoes (preferably black) or black gymnastic shoes 

Boys undergarments 

Compression shorts or jockstrap for boys 10 and older 

Biker shorts for boys 9 and under 

CLOWING ONLY: Sneakers or closed toe shoes are okay.  No tights or special undies necessary. 
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Make-up and Hair 

Please pack all make-up and hair supplies that you will need for the season and replenish when needed.   

Bring extra bobby pins, hairbands, hairspray, etc.   

IMPORTANT: Bring your own brush/comb; sharing is not advised.  Label your brush/comb with a permanent marker. 

Other important items to bring for performance 

 Sunscreen! 

 Water bottle which can be refilled at cook shack! 

 Blue Crew shirt! 

 Deodorant! 

2016 WYC Costumes and Blue Crew Leads 

Costume lead is Lerin Mann.  Clown costume lead is Jennifer Talbot. If you have an issue with your costume, please see 

one of these ladies. 

Blue Crew shirt: Every performer must have a Blue Crew shirt to wear during the show if they are not in costume.  Shirts 

are $10.  Stephanie Critchell is the contact for ordering Blue Crew shirts and other swag.  

 

    

 

 


